Strong, tough, high temperature ceramic matrix composites are currently being developed for application in advanced heat engines. One of the most promising of these new materials is a SiC fiber-reinforced silicon nitride ceramic matrix composite (SiCf/Si3N4). The interfacial shear strength in such composites is dependant on the integrity of the fiber's carbon coating at the fiber-matrix interface. The integrity of the carbon rich interface can be significantly reduced if the carbon is oxidized. Since the thermal diffusivity of the fiber is greater than that of the matrix material, the removal of carbon increases the contact resistance at the interface reducing the thermal diffusivity of the composite.
INTRODUCTION
Ceramic composites are current being developed for applications in advanced high temperature engines. These applications require a high integrity in the thermal properties for proper heat transfer as well as the mechanical properties. New nondestructive techniques are required for both thermal and mechanical characterization of these structures. These techniques are applicable both in the development stage of these composites as well as being in the thermal properties of the composite. It is suggested that this is a result of a degradation in the fiber matrix interface which is reflected in a reduction in the thermal diffusivity of the sample. Also, thermographic techniques have some inherent characteristics which make them attractive for material characterization. The thermal excitation and temperature measurement can both be performed radiometrically, therefore no contact is required for the measurement. Procedures can also be developed for measurements at the operational temperatures of the composite. Since the measurements can be performed radiometrically, large area measurement are possible for non flat and parallel structures. Additionally, the relative stability of the solution to the heat flow equations simplifies the reduction and inversion of thermographic data.
Presented here is a thermal imaging technique developed to provide rapid large area measurements of the thermal diffusivity perpendicular to the fiber direction in these composites. A method is presented for reducing the thermal images to a diffusivity measurement. The method uses the complete time history of the surface temperature to calculate the diffusivity at each point on the sample. This technique produces diffusivity images with significantly improved signal to noise ratios compared to conventional data reduction schemes. Results are presented for a series of SiCi Si3N4 (reaction bonded silicon nitride) composite samples heattreated under various conditions. These results are compared with previous experimental and analytical work in this field.
MEASUREMENT SYSTEM FOR DIFFUSIVITY IMAGING
A simple method for the determination of thermal diffusivity was first described in 1960 by Parker et al. [1] . This method uses a flash of thermal energy supplied to the front surface of the sample of a time duration which is short compared with the thermal transient time for the particular sample of interest. The thermal Iransient time is given by:
where L and a are the thickness and the thermal diffusivity of the material respectively.
In Parker's method the temperature as a function of time on the back surface of the sample was then measured with a point infrared radiometer.
The measurement system developed here also uses flash heating as the thermal excitation. Rather than measuring the temperature evolution at a single point the temperature is measured over the entire surface of the composite using a scanning radiometer. A block diagram of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 1 .
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The resulting set of cyclicly averaged temperature images are stored first in image memory on the image processor then to hard disk on the personal computer controller. In the current configuration the data is transferred to another computer system for analysis. This enables the system to continue to acquire data from other samples. The reduction of the thermal data to diffusivity images is described in the next section. for the temperature of the back surface to achieve 1/2 of its maximum value (Tia). Therefore the noise in the measured temperature at or near T1/2 can be a significant contribution to the variance in the measurement. For single point measure, where the detector is focus on a single point, the signal to noise ratio in the measurements is high and the noise level is not typically of concern. When the detector is scanned to perform an area measurement, the signal to noise ratio is often on the order of 10 to 1 and is of concern in thermal measurements. 
REDUCTION OF THERMAL

FIGURE 1: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY IMAGING EXPERIMENTAL SETUP USING IR RADIOMETER, IMAGE PROCESSOR AND PHOTOGRAPHIC FLASH LAMPS.
done point by point for the sample to produce a thermal diffusivity image for the sample.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A typical thermal diffusivity image is shown in figure 2 . Shown in the figure are the thermal diffusivity images for two SiC/RBSN ceramic matrix composites, one which is as fabricated and the second has been thermal shocked. The advantage of the diffusivity imaging is clearly seen in this figure, where the damage caused by the thermal shock appears as variations in effective diffusivity.
The image of thermal diffusivity not only shows the change in thermal properties but also gives an indication of the extent of the damage. The decrease in thermal diffusivity due to the thermal shock is typical of previously observed thermal damage in these samples. As a result of the thermal shock the thickness of the composite increased in the shock region, this effect was corrected for when determining the diffusivity.
To determine the sensitivity of the technique to variations in the thermal diffusivity of the material, the diffusivity of a sample was changed in a systematic way by heating the sample in flowing oxygen at 600°C for 100 hours. The difference in the diffusivity images for before and after heat treatment is shown for two reaction bonded silicon nitride samples (Si3N4 / SCS-6). The first sample (Figure 3a) is without heat treatment and has an interfacial shear strength( a), determined from fiber push out tests, of 18.0 MPa. The second sample (Figure 3b ) was heat treated in an 02 flow at 600°C for 100 hours which resulted in a reduction of the interfacial shear strength to 0.8 MPa. The interfacial shear strength in such composites is reduced due to the degradation of the fibermatrix interface [3] . The oxidation of the carbon at the interface during heat treatment also results in a greater thermal contact resistance between the fiber and the matrix thus reducing the thermal diffusivity of the material [2] . This change in diffusivity can be seen in the quantitative results produced by this measurement technique. The technique has also been shown to be effective in characterizing changes in material properties due to heat treatment, thus displaying the potential for a nondestructive technique to measure the interfacial shear strength in ceramic composites. Also the ability to characterize diffusivity changes due to thermal shocking is of great interest in applications of these composites such as heat engines.
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